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Abstract 
the effect of advertisement is usually not ideal. Focusing on the rank, little effect; on 
newspaper, little effect, on TV, little effect; on Weibo, little effect; on WeChat, little 
effect, on leaflet, little effect, and so on. In order to solve the problems, the author uses 
the strategy of “brainwashed game”. The article discusses the brainwashed game, 
analyzes the benefit of each participant in brainwashed game. Based on analysis, we 
make some conclusions: enterprise will gain larger benefit in brainwashed game, and if 
the enterprise uses the brainwashed sales mode, it will have a larger probability to 
success. Finally, the article takes Baidu, Alibaba for example, and proves the enlarged 
success probability in brainwashed game. 
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1. Introduction 

With development of marketing theory, enterprises master many marketing methods. When 
making advertisement, enterprises are easy to hire the persons with abundant marketing 
knowledge, meanwhile, these persons often have higher education background, even master 
and doctor degree. However, some enterprises find some phenomenon. The effect of 
advertisement is usually not ideal. Focusing on the rank, little effect; on newspaper, little 
effect, on TV, little effect; on Weibo, little effect; on WeChat, little effect, on leaflet, little effect, 
and so on. No matter how the make advertisement, only little effect. What is wrong with the 
world? 
Advertisement is not only for selling commodity, but also affects every aspect in enterprise 
management. From the purpose of advertisement, we will know how important it is. Generally 
speaking, there are several goals for advertisement: 
1. Establish enterprise brand, emphasize enterprise vision. For many successful enterprises, 
this goal is very essential. 
2. Promote enterprise products. For general enterprise, the major purpose of advertisement is 
to sell product, it is one of important purposes of advertisement. 
3. Assist enterprise marketing or attract investment. In order to sell product, advertisement 
sometimes is only for attracting investment, not for selling, successful attracting will lead to a 
better effect for selling. 
4. Before product exhibition, in order to have a better effect, advertisement is also necessary. 
5. During certain development stage, for promotion or other activities, advertisement is 
needed. 
6. Advertisement is not for selling product, only for enhancing confidence of the dealer. 
Therefore, the dealer will cooperate with the enterprise in a better way to enlarge sales and 
market. 
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7. The dealer sometimes make advertisement, besides promoting the product, they also 
intend to prove their capability, to prove they are the best agent. 
8. Besides showing own capability and image, advertisement will also shock the competitors 
and shake the enterprise who will intend to attack our company. 
Except for the above purposes, other purposes include recruiting talent, attracting investment, 
procuring product, seeking cooperation opportunity, searching missed people, and noticing 
celebration. 
From the above purposes of advertisement, making advertisement is not only for selling 
products, the importance is very obvious. If there is no effect, it is fatal to enterprise, for 
enterprise manager, it is a disaster. 

2. Current Situation 

Actual situation is crucial, enterprises make advertisement for certain purpose, but usually 
there is no effect. What is the reason? 
At present, no matter what kind of media, no matter Internet, mobile phone message, 
newspaper, billboard, the advertisement is everywhere, some has bright creativity, some has 
wonderful conception, some are attractive, some are heart-moving. For ordinary people, 
everyday they receive too many information from advertisement, in every aspect of life.  
Take the furniture market for example, if an enterprise wants to enter furniture market, the 
content of advertisement will not exceed other advertisements in the market, because they 
have already included every aspects of furniture advertisement. Creating unique 
advertisement is impossible. This situation is same to other industries, some are ever severe 
than this. For example, if an enterprise wants to sell product for improving sleep, will your 
advertisement exceed “Naobaijin”, no, no way, will the effect of your product exceed 
“Naobaijin”, no, it is impossible. Because the effect of “Naobaijin” has already been enlarged 
infinitely. There is another case, if an enterprise develops a technique, which is better than 
Baidu search, and use this technique to set up a similar company and website, will this 
company must have greater success than Baidu? It is also very difficult. It is Sougou can not 
overcome Baidu, Google can not overcome Baidu, 360 can not overcome Baidu, what is the 
basic reason? It maybe because market strategy and concrete methods of making 
advertisement. 
For every product on the market, there is little unique one, but many similar or substitute 
products. The similar or substitute products use all kinds of ideas for advertisement, and the 
clients see related information every day, with the help of Internet, or “Internet plus”, so the 
clients will have no response to these advertisements, they are fatigue to all information from 
advertisements. Therefore, how to make our advertisement effective? It is only to solve the 
problems of “No response” and “Fatigue”. How to solve the problems? 
Marketing is a series of activities, processes and systems, which will create values for 
customers during process of creating, communicating, propagating and exchanging products. 
The essence of marketing is the game among enterprises, clients, co-partners. The purpose of 
enterprise is to sell products, clients will consider many factors (both clients and products) to 
decide whether to buy the products. When the clients consider the product factor of 
enterprise, the main information come from related advertisement. 
Thus, we can use the following methods to solve the problems of “No response” and “Fatigue”: 
When advertising the product, if the enterprise uses different methods to advertise the same 
product every time and force the clients to receive the information many times and repeatedly 
in a certain period, to extremely advertise with “many times” and “repeatedly”. 
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The extremely advertisement, means the advertisement is everywhere, whether the clients 
accept or not, they will be forced to receive information from every aspects of life, maybe 
sometimes becoming harassment, or even let the clients feel disgusting. The advertisement 
strategy between enterprise and client under this special circumstance is defined as 
“brainwashed game”. 

3. Model of Brainwashed Game 

The enterprise is ready to advertise product A. First, the enterprise will advertise A and 
obtain an effect or function, the information will be propagated by many methods, no matter 
the clients accepts or not, they will receive the information everywhere and all the time. The 
forced promotion is sometimes annoying, so this type of marketing is defined as “Hooligan-
marketing”. After a certain period, enterprise will change the advertisement content: A has a 
second effect or function and continue the “Hooligan-marketing”. Then the enterprise change 
the advertisement again: A has a third function and continue the same “Hooligan-marketing”, 
step by step, finally the content will be: A has a Nth effect or function, and the “Hooligan-
marketing” is still applied. After many rounds of “Hooligan-marketing”, in the game of sales 
amount and whether to purchase, what will be the result? 

4. Analysis on Brainwashed Game Model 

Brainwashed game is divided into two parts for analysis: the first part, enterprise propagates 
the same information with “Hooligan-marketing”, the second part, enterprise propagates the 
different information with “Hooligan-marketing”. 

4.1. Analysis on First Part 
When the enterprise firstly advertise A, the clients will have a reliability value, we assume that 
10% reliable, and 90% unreliable. In the second advertisement, enterprise propagates the 
same information, and the reliability of advertisement will increase, we assume 20% reliable, 
and 80% unreliable. The third time, with constantly repeated information, the reliability will 
increase again, 30% reliable and 70% unreliable. After several rounds of repeat, in (N-1) time, 
the reliability will rise to 80%, and only 20% unreliability. In the N time, with increasing N, 
the reliability will be near 100%, and 0% unreliability. At this time, if the clients want to buy a 
product similar to A, he will choose A first. 

 

Figure 1. Reliability variation of Client on Advertisement Content 
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4.2. Analysis on Second Part 
When clients face with a product, we define a concept, that is information amount ratio, 
showing information of the new product to information of similar product.  
In advertisement, we advertise A with effect 1, because the client may see so many similar 
products, the ratio is a%. When advertising A with effect 2, the client will know more about A, 
and the ratio will increase to (a+1) %. When A with effect 3, the ratio will change to (a+2) %. 
When A with (N-1) effect, the ratio will be (a+N-2) %. Therefore, if A has effect N, especially N 
is very large, the ratio will be close to 100%. At this time, if the clients want to purchase a 
product similar to A, they have too much information about A in their brains, so the clients 
will choose A first. 

 
Figure 2. Information amount ratio: the ratio of product information to all similar products 

that the clients know 

4.3. Result of Brainwashed Game 
Based on above analysis, we will get some conclusions. After reviewing some large 
enterprises in China, such as, Alibaba, JDcom, Baidu and so on, “Hooligan-marketing” is an 
obvious characteristic in their marketing strategies. Therefore, in the process of planning and 
implementing of marketing strategies, enterprises will use “Hooligan-marketing” without 
considering whether the clients are willing to receive the information, and make sure the 
clients will be affected everywhere and all the time. In the process of “Hooligan-marketing”, 
finally the enterprise will win opportunities in the game with clients, and change the potential 
clients to actual clients, and even non-clients to potential clients. 
In the competition of market, facing with the severe attack from other enterprises, if there is 
no effective defense or offense method, the battle will be endless, once the defense fails, it may 
be destroyed totally by the opponent. During the process of marking, insist in using and 
improving marketing with brainwashed game, also combined with meticulous scheme, the 
marketing strategy will be robust further. 5.  

5. Case Study of Brainwashed Game 

5.1. Brainwashed Game of Baidu Company in Marketing Strategy 
In actual marketing, especially before Baidu becomes a large company, their strategy is no 
matter the clients is willing or not, they keep affecting and annoying the ordinary people or 
companies, which will become their potential clients. 
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The brainwashed game in marketing strategy mainly shows as followings: 
On 23:23, Jan 28, 2010, the author input “百度，骚扰” two key words in Baidu, it showed: 
 

 

 

Figure 3. “骚扰” of Baidu 
 
In the searching result we find that, information amount of complaining the harassment from 
Baidu is over 10,200,000, nearly a hundred million information amounts. The complaining 
information are mainly from the nitizen or companies. If we assume 1/100 people complains 
(actually 1/1000 people will not complain), Baidu at least conducts 10 billion times telephone 
harassment. It is a typical brainwashed game. 

5.2. Brainwashed Game of Alibaba Company in Marketing Strategy 
In actual marketing of Alibaba, the method is same to Google and Baidu, no matter the clients 
is willing or not, they keep affecting and annoying the ordinary people or companies, which 
will become their potential clients. 
The brainwashed game in marketing strategy mainly shows as followings: 
On 23:23, Jan 28, 2010, the author input “阿里巴巴，骚扰” two key words in Baidu, it showed: 
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Figure 4. Result of input “阿里巴巴，骚扰” in Baidu 
 
On 23:23, Jan 28, 2010, the author input “阿里巴巴，骚扰” two key words in Google, it 
showed: 
 

 

Figure 5. Result of input “阿里巴巴，骚扰” in Google 
 
In the searching result we find that, information amount of complaining the harassment from 
Alibaba is over 1,410,000, nearly a hundred million information amounts. The complaining 
information are mainly from the nitizen or companies. 
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6. Conclusion 

Based on brainwashed game, we will conclude: 
Many promotions methods, represented by advertisement, are becoming a necessary 
information source in people’s lives. As a member of consumer, many people feel that most 
promotion have the characteristic of brainwashed game: no matter the clients will accept or 
not, the advertisement keeps functioning, to affect the clients in a large extent in a positive 
way. Within the game between consumer and enterprise, the final result is that enterprise 
obtains better development and more clients, meanwhile, consumers choose the products of 
enterprise. 
In marketing, brainwashed game not only enhance the sense of identity of consumer to 
enterprise, but also improve the reputation of enterprise greatly, changing more and more 
consumers to potential clients. However, there are some shortcoming for “Hooligan-
marketing”, which must face with: overwhelming advertisement will cause excessive 
influence, which will annoy consumers, even the non-client group, damaging public image of 
enterprise. 
Brainwashed game is a method to solve the problems of “No response” or “Fatigue”. It is also 
an effect way to solve problem of advertisement with little influence. 
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